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Abstract: Recommender systems were introduced in the early 

1990s. They did not get too much attention and were limited to a 

narrow domain implemented by only a few companies until the 

outburst of E-commerce.  As online shopping became popular, 

the recommender system started becoming an integral part of an 

organization marketing strategy and since then they have 

completely evolved a lot. This give an opportunity to start with a 

recommendation System project by collecting information from 

news of users to provide a best recommendation. The cities 

become smatter so, this paper review different methods of 

implementing Recommender systems models for smart cities 

along with their drawbacks and possible improvements. 

 
Index Terms: Content-Based System, Collaborative Filtering, 

Evaluation, Hybrid System, Recommender System, smart cities 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recommender Systems gained popularity since 2005 when 

people understood that the Internet meant much more than 

surfing and socialization. The growth of E-commerce 

accelerated and by the end of 2007 itself, its sales accounted 

for 3.4% of total sales.  Customers started finding the world 

of online shopping vast and reliable and organizations saw 

this as an opportunity to boost their business by getting to 

know their customers better. User‟s feedback collection and 

analysis were no longer limited to some companies now. 

Feedbacks marked the valued opinion of the user and could 

very well be used for generalizing users on demographic 

fronts. Thus, they not only helped organizations in better 

responsiveness to the same user in the future but also to the 

users with the same hidden interests. This led to the 

nationwide deployment of collaborative filter out. 

Content-supported and Knowledge-based testimonial near 

quickly also became popular for bestowal with available data 

differently. 

 

The recommendations based on user record should be as 

personalized as possible so that users feel satisfied and 

connected. Moreover, their implementation should not have a 

major impact on responsiveness to the user. Consequently, 

new techniques are being developed to progress the 

presentation of the recommender system handling large 

datasets. Various datasets have been made publicly available 

by companies to find out the best possible techniques to 

optimize the process. Million Song Dataset by Musixmatch 

with lyrics, large movie rating dataset by Flixster and 

MovieLens, product rating dataset by Amazon being some of 

them. Every year there is a dedicated annual conference 

(ACM Recommender System Conference) held on the topic 
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that values new research papers on the topic and sought to 

find more areas to deploy a recommender system. 

As of now, recommender systems may be majorly 

categorized into four classes designed on the approach used 

for the method specifically the cooperative filtering system, 

content-based system, knowledge-based and therefore the 

hybrid technique system. 

 

 Collaborative recommendation System: It provides a 

recommendation of products or facilities to users based 

on their likeness in demographics or interest with other 

people whose preferences and personalized data has 

been present from past interactions.  

 Content-based recommendation System: It provides a 

recommendation of objects based on their specification 

to users. Objects having a similar specification to the 

ones earlier preferred by a user are recommended. 
 Knowledge-based recommendation System: It provides 

recommendations based on clear knowledge near the 

item classification, and recommendation criteria i.e., 

which item should be advised in which context. 
  Hybrid Method System: It renews content-based filtering 

& collaborative-filtering approximate to refer most 

pursuit recommendations to the user. 
This paper has been divided into three sections for dealing 

with collaborative, content and hybrid systems. The present 

state of the systems and their applications has been carefully 

analyzed.  

II. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING 

Collaborative Filtering is an initial technique of 

recommendation and maximum used in E-commerce systems 

since its creation. It may be further separated into 

Memory-based Collaborative filtering and model-based 

collaborative filtering.  

Memory-based Collaborative filtering is the idea that users 

have similarities and their interests can be predicted by 

deducing patterns from their earlier interactions and 

comparing those preferences with other users or inducing 

possible interests based on their demographic likeness with 

other users. K-nearest-neighbor prediction algorithm was the 

first algorithm to be deployed widely in the recommender 

system. It performs predict task i.e. estimate likeliness of user 

to buy a particular item by neighborhood selection and 

computation of weighted average. 

Neighborhood selection to find nearest related users with 

same interests to the active user.  
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It is performed by calculating a likeness measure among the 

other users and target user‟s previous rating for the set of 

common items commonly using Pearson‟s correlation 

coefficient [3,4] or a vector cosine likeness calculate [5,6] 

and choosing the k most like users to the active users.  

The likeness among the target user and its neighbor is 

formalized by numerical weight. 

 

Pearson coefficient equation: 
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where items set is,  I valued through all users, ru, I is rating 

assumed to item i through user u, ru is the mean rating taking 

by user u, ra,i is the rating assumed through active(target) user 

to item i and m is dimensional space used to represent vector 

equation.  

Normalization and computation of weighted average of 

ratings by all the proximity of the target user for the specific 

item to predict user-item likeliness. This approach is then 

scaled to all items in the domain to begin recommendations to 

the target user thus accomplishing recommend task.   

Prediction of likeliness of active user towards item i 
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where wa,u is the likeness among users a and u, and K is the 

proximity or set of most like users and  is the average rating 

given by usher er. 

Several extensions to the Pearson coefficient and cosine 

likely approach suggested and widely calculated over the 

time e.g. the default voting [5], case amplification [5], 

weighted majority prediction [7] and imputation-boosted CF 

[8], Inverse User frequency etc. The default voting and 

significance weighting deal with improving accuracy in 

prediction if there are only a few numbers of co-rated objects. 

Default Voting is because it is safe to give an explicit rating to 

the items that haven‟t been rated to overcome the problem of 

sparse rating matrix. This change evidently improves the 

accuracy of likeness techniques by a large factor. On the 

other hand, Significance weighting gets rid of the problem by 

multiplying likeness weight through a Significance 

Weighting factor, that undervalues the correlations base on 

some common rated items during recommend task. Case 

amplification improves performance by giving more 

importance to neighbors with higher likeness by introducing 

the concept of amplification factor and transforming original 

likeness weight equations.  

Error procedures such as mean squared error and mean 

absolute error accesses accuracy of the forecast ratings by 

comparing them with actual ratings. Precision (ratio of 

relevant and retrieved to retrieved) and recall (ratio of 

relevant and retrieved to relevant) matrices are other 

evaluation matrices that are widely used.  

There are several other likenesses measures available in the 

literature, with Spearman rank correlation, Kendall‟s τ mean 

squared differences, correlation etc.[9,10] Spearman rank 

correlation is the next most used likeness function after 

Pearson. It modifies Pearson likeness correlation by 

advocating the use of item ranks rather than ratings. In 

Spearman rank correlation items are ranked according to 

their ratings with highest rated as lowest ranked. Items having 

a similar rating is given the mean rank of  position and then 

similar computation to Pearson correlation is followed. 

Herlocker et al. [9] draw light on different variants of 

neighborhood formation, weighting, and normalization 

processes, along with their comparisons with other 

alternatives based on experimental data.  

With the advent of big data, Collaborative Filtering approach 

has been expanded to the application of clustering algorithm 

on the user-item ratings. This has been done to ensure good 

results when datasets are very large and parallel processing 

can be effectively exploited by making use of advanced 

frameworks.  The algorithm specifies clustering of datasets 

into partitions of a fixed or variable size such that similar 

users belong to the same partition.  

All these techniques are based on user-user based correlation 

and despite many improvements in algorithm and strategy it 

still has got some cons. The high increase in complexity of 

user likeness computation when scaling to large dataset being 

the most prominent of the problems. One of the major 

upsurges for Collaborative filtering came up when item-item 

based collaborative filtering came into the picture. Linden et 

al. [12] proposed this approach where the user‟s valued items 

were matched to parallel items more exactly than matching 

the target user to corresponding users. Sarwar et al. [6] 

provided the first major contribution by specifying the 

algorithm that could be take in item-item built collaborative 

filtering. The strategy was to combine the cosine formula and 

Pearson coefficient  to calculate the object likenesses. 

Several variants of item-based collaboration have also come 

up for optimization [13]. The results [14] display that the 

recommendation algorithms built on similarities of the object 

perform considerably better than on item-based in most 

cases. Model-based Collaborative filtering technique 

provides recommendations by building and analyzing 

statistical models for user ratings along several well-defined 

parameters. The earliest model-filtering technique systems 

compared prediction problem to classification problem 

casting items as characteristic vectors above users and 

existing ratings as labels to create a multidimensional 

structure to better relate users along these dimensions. 

Dimensionality reduction techniques were used to overcome 

situations of data scarcity.  

To support recommendation systems along with the 

model-based collaboration many distinct models came up 

with the passing time. The techniques which were seen most 

commonly in this proposition was Latent factor and matrix 

factorization models [15]. 
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Latent model was a good model as it takes in consideration 

that the likeness was induced parallel between the users and 

items depending on the lower- dimensional structure which 

was not visible in the data. And not like other models like 

neighborhood-based methods which supported enumerated 

notions between user‟s likeness, or between items likeness.  

For example, a user not only on the basis on likeness to a 

group of songs give a rating to it but other suggested factors 

are also there like his taste of music. In an approach of choice 

ratings of the user with respect to some item, vectors are very 

useful. And these vectors have hidden dimensions which 

emerged with users and items therein matrix factorization 

techniques. 

The second most common class of technique that was 

revealed by Lee and Seung[16] was Non-negative matrix 

factorization. It was given this name because non-negative 

constraints are also included. When a user gives a rating, it is 

seen as the manifestation of different roles. For example, the 

target user presence was sure by the community in different 

clusters. Therefore, each user gives ratings which are traced 

along all the various dimensions to get the sum of users rating 

to that item. To summarize, though Collaborative Filtering 

Technique has its problems and still a lot needs to be evolved 

but its advantages are more profound and better express the 

approach.  An efficient recommender system can very well be 

used to recommend new information to the users citing 

his/her hidden interests. It can be used to recommend 

non-structured data such as art, music etc. These are some of 

the favorable features that make Collaborate Filtering 

techniques such as an important class of recommender 

systems. 

III. CONTENT BASED RECOMMENDATION 

Content-Based Recommendation System gives a 

recommendation of an object to the user built on the content 

information of object instead of correlating different items or 

users based on statistical comments or feedbacks as in 

Collaborative filtering approach. The recommendation to a 

particular user does not have anything to do with the interests 

of other users of the system. In this approach, user and object 

profiles are made and continued based on the analysis of 

these profiles‟ recommendations are suggested. In this way, 

these systems learn function for modeling each user‟s 

interests. In music recommendation systems, the common 

characteristics (tone, beats, lyrics etc.) of the songs existing in 

the profile of the target users are analyzed and then similar 

songs are recommended.  

The advanced algorithms influence be meant higher than the 

classical data retrieval approaches. they will be adjusted 

additional swimmingly by reducing weights of corresponding 

terms or nodes. Naive Thomas Bayes is one such approach to 

inductive learning and makes use of theorem classifiers for its 

analysis. It generates a probabilistic model supported applied 

mathematics knowledge and performs cluster of the offered 

dataset. it's 2 oftentimes used formulations particularly the 

variable Bernoulli and also the multinomial model. each 

these models allocate common values within which text 

documents are assumed to be generated by associate degree 

primary generative model, specially a parameterized mixture 

model. the alternative vital approach makes use of call trees 

within which internal nodes, branches, and leaves are labeled 

for various classes. during this technique coaching 

knowledge is partitioned off into text documents, into 

subgroups until solely instances of one category are a gift in 

those subgroups. Partitioning majorly involves text 

classification supported some feature like presence or 

absence of a personal word or phrase within the known word. 

This creates associate degree organized structural read for a 

far better understanding of user and object profiles. this 

system is generally used for tiny trees with few tests to avoid 

a performance hit. alternative adept ways are relevancy 

technique cluster analysis, neural networks [20] etc. 

Content-Based Recommendation System also faces the 

problem of increased complexity when scaled to large 

datasets. Optimal threshold algorithm overcomes this 

problem. The algorithm [21,22] is an improved form of 

adaptive filtering technique [23] which analyses existing data 

and likeness distribution of user profile to decide threshold 

value and files having likeness over this threshold are only 

familiar inform user profiles. This technique greatly growing 

the system correctness and efficiency. These systems like 

Collaborative filtering systems also face the problem of 

accuracy-speed trade-off. Effective human-machine 

interaction is one remedy to this problem. They also face 

linguistic problems as user profiles with words from different 

languages need to be handled. Mart´ınez et al. [24] offered a 

adaptable language method to improve user profile 

compatibility. 

To summarize Content-Based Recommendation is a 

relatively new recommendation approach but has 

well-defined areas of application. Unlike Collaborative 

filtering technique, it could not face the cold-start problem 

and is more effective in case of sparse datasets. Moreover, it 

can even recommend new objects to the target user by 

exploiting likeness in user‟s profiles and object specification.  

IV. HYBRID SYSTEM 

Both Collaborative Filtering techniques and Content-Based 

Techniques having some cons. The former face problems like 

early rater and sparsity of datasets while subjective domain 

and expressive content description are some of the 

weaknesses of the latter. So most real systems combine these 

approaches to overcome the shortcomings of each and 

provide the best results. There are many methods employed 

in this process like weighted, switched, feature combination 

and cascade.  

In the weighted technique, predictions by different 

recommendations approach available [25,26,27] in the 

system are combined linearly after independent computation 

to provide optimal suggestion [28,29]. In switching 

technique, many recommendation techniques are deployed in 

the system. Hybridization strategy is made sensitive to a 

confidence level of results given by one technique and 

accordingly decision is made to switch to other technique 

[30,32]. In feature combination technique, collaborative 

information is treated as basically extra information data 

related through each record and content-based method are 

used over these augmented data sets.  
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In the cascade technique, hybridization is done in stages. 

Firstly, one method is working to produce coarse dataset 

speciation and then second method is employed optionally 

depending upon the differentiation level of previous results. 

Hybrid systems can also deploy any of these methods to 

merge different recommendation and data analysis 

techniques. There are many models based on this approach.  

Music recommendation model which uses collaborative 

filtering and the audio analysis technology [33] for 

recommending users and web recommender system 

combining collaborative filtering with the domain ontology 

are some examples [34]. 

 

To summarize a hybrid recommender system are most 

reliable and fast as they are created for specific purposes 

based on the situation by combining the best possible choice 

of available approaches or techniques. They generally have 

specialized algorithms that are deployed in these systems for 

improving accuracy as well as speed.  

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

Different kinds of recommender systems are used extensively 

for specialized purposes. Collaborative filtering can be put to 

use in many applications. We are hereby discussing how it 

can be used to make a movie recommender system. We are 

using MovieLens dataset for this purpose which can be 

downloaded from their official website. The dataset 

comprises of many files of which we have used “movies.csv” 

and “ratings.csv” majorly to create a simple application that 

suggests similar movies to a user based upon the historic 

rating records. Recommending movies similar to a particular 

movie was done using Item-based Collaborative filtering. 

The likeness between movies was found out by using the 

Pearson Coefficient relation. Map Reduce programming 

technique was used to create the application. Movies were 

input from the user and then likeness of input movie with 

every other movie in the dataset was calculated and the top 25 

results were filtered and displayed to the user. Internally the 

process performed the mapping from movie name to movie Id 

or vice versa. Four maps reduce tasks were performed by 

application for the purpose. These are: 

Mapper 1 

Scan the records of the dataset ratings.csv and divide it into 

key-value pairs. 

Input-   Record(uid,mid,rating,timestamp) where uid=unique 

Id of user, mid=Id of movie 

Output- key(uid) value(mid,rating) 

Reducer 1: 

Input the sorted keys and list of corresponding values and 

output each key-value pair. 

Input   -key(used) value (List<value (mid, rating)>) 

Output-key(uid) value (mid, rating) 

Mapper 2: 

Scan the records from output file of the first job and divide 

value into a pair of items each having desired target item 

(whose likeness needs to be found out) and every other item 

rated by the given user. 

Input-    Record(uid,List<mid,rating>) 

Output- key(midn,targetmid) value(ratingn,targetrating) 

where midn=movie id of nth movie, targetmid=movie id of 

target movie ratingn and targetrating-rating given by user to 

nth movie and target movie respectively. 

Reducer 2: 

Input all the movie pairs and their corresponding ratings and 

output the Pearson correlation between these movies. 

Input-   key (midn, targetmid) List<value (ratingn, 

targetrating)> 

Output-key (mind, targetmid) value (Pearson coefficient) 

Mapper 3: 

Scan the records from the output file of the first job and 

divide it into key-value pairs with keys being the Pearson 

correlation and output being an nth movie. 

Input-   Record (midn, targetmid, Pearson coefficient) 

Output-key (Pearson coefficient) value(midn) 

Reducer 3:    

Input all the key-value pairs from preceding mapper sorted 

with respect to key and obtain the value of the last 25 pairs 

and prepare the corresponding list for reducer 4. 

Input-   key (Pearson coefficient) value(midn) 

Output-key(midn) value (Pearson coefficient) of last 25 pair 

Mapper 4: 

Scan the records of the dataset movies.csv and divide it into 

key-value pairs. 

Input-   Record(id,name,genre) where id=id of movie, 

 name= name of the movie, genre=genre of movie 

Output-key(id) value(name) 

Reducer 4: 

Input key value from Mapper 4 and a list of 25 items from 

mapper 3. Find the name of the corresponding movie with its 

presence in that list. 

Input-   key(id) value(name) 

Output-key(index) value(name) for items with its present in 

list where index refers to index of movie id in the list. 

This simple application can, therefore, be used by movie 

enthusiasts to know the movies that would like if they enjoy a 

movie. It may also be worked to predict movie rating by a 

target user. The output of the application for the popular 

movie “Fight Club” is shown below.   

 
 

            Fig 1. Top 25 movies similar to Fight Club 

In this way, this application can be used by movie enthusiasts 

to take smart decisions about whether to watch a movie or 

not.  
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

This paper analyzed different approaches of a 

recommendations system model for smart cities each having 

their own pros and cons. The best recommendation approach 

is evidently found out to be the use of Hybrid System that can 

be customized and scaled according to the problem. They can 

be programmed for the better functioning with respect to 

speed-accuracy tradeoff. 

The domain of the recommender system is expanding at a fast 

pace with new possible optimizations getting suggested every 

day. The paper has been written with utmost care to mention 

all the presently deployed techniques regarding the subject 

but may need to be reviewed in the future to mention further 

advancements in this field.     
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